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Abstract: Due to huge amount of data creation day by day in all the fields, maintaining and managing the data in effective
manner is an arduous task. To increasing the availability of data, distributed data storage system is playing a very essential role.
Huge amount of data is created for many purpose and handling of this data, data management is required. To improve the
performance of the system in which data is not locally available & data is shared to many users to increase the performance of
the system, data replication is the technique which is used to improve the performance of availability & decrease the latency of
system. Maintaining the consistency of data in replicated data system is today’s burning topic of research. Very few methods
have been proposed for maintaining the consistency while replica creation and replica placement. In this paper, a combination
of replica creation & replica placement algorithm has been proposed in which most popular file is obtained using the calculation
of access frequency of all the data items & replica placement is performed using multi criteria decision making technique.
analytical hierarchy process is used for the selection of best node for replica placement considering various criteria for selection.
The simulation results show that the above scheme outperforms than other techniques
Keywords: Multi Criteria Decision Making, Analytical Hierarchy Process, Replica Creation, Replica Placement, System
Performance, Availability, Database Systems
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud data storage become popular because of handling huge amount of data is required & size of data is increasing day by day. In
cloud data storage system replication is used for creating similar copies of some data items stored in the cloud. Latency can be
minimised after creating replication at various data centres from source data centres. Response time is also crucial factor these days
so replica creation & its placement to right place is important for the system performance & decrease the latency of the application
deployed over the cloud. Every user wants to use only that replica which is geographically nearby its location to response time can
be minimized. For continuous data, a system must be designed with no failure which is practically impossible, so we can create
replica of data so that if some of the replica is not able to serve the request another replica can process the request & application
execution complete successfully. We cannot place replica at all the nodes because every node has some limitation some of them
have limited storage & some of them can be minimum bandwidth, so we must find out a new technique for replica placement. The
two-major problem which is minimized by data replication in cloud storage system in data availability & performance of the
application. For a file, how many number of replica should be created is the first issue in this type of situation & then where to place
those replicas is second challenge. Which files should be replicate, this can be obtained by the analysis of user request. Replication
can be categorized in two ways known as static replication & dynamic replication. In static replication, which data is replicated at
which data centre is decided in advance but in case of dynamic data replication technique no. of replica & placement of replica is
decided according to the situation of the running application. In dynamic replication technique replica is created & placed at
appropriate place according to the demand frequency of data items. We are using multi criteria decision method for the replica
placement then we are considering following criteria such as user request, storage, bandwidth, system performance etc. here AHP
multi criteria decision making is applied to solve the problem of replica placement. AHP is a mathematical method which is used for
decision making. The criteria on which we are applying the AHP technique is, CPU(C), Storage (S), Bandwidth (B), No. of Request
raised (R), Location (L).
II. REPLICATION CONCEPTS
Replication is the process of sharing information between different users and to maintain consistency at the same time. Redundant
resources share hardware component, software component to improve the reliability, system fault tolerance and data accessibility.
Data replication is performed in the environment when the network of database and distributed system. database replication can be
termed as creating and maintaining the duplicate copies of data items in distributed database system [3]. Replication is applied on
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frequently used data items and data item located at one computer or server copied in another database may be placed on same
computer, so the user can access the information with more reliable and with high speed [4]. Database replication provide option to
choose data items from distinct locations to improve data availability, improving performance of the system and overcome the
situation of system failure of applications. If user trying to access the data item from a source and high traffic is available on that path,
then user can access the same data item from different location. The overall objective of data replication is to improve the scalability
of the distributed system. Data Replication is performed for achieving some objective in the system [4].
A. Database Locality
A replicated distributed database system maintains the database locality. Every user wants to access the data from that source which
is nearby because the communication speed is high as compare to other sources which are geographically at a long distance from the
user. Providing closest database for user increase the performance of entire system.
B. Performance
Data Replication in distributed environment improve both the database operation read operation and write operation. Dealing with
read operation and write operation simultaneously is arduous task. When database is stored at a single server and used by so many
users over the network the performance of the database system may decreased if so many no. of request raised at the same time.
Multiple copies of data offer users to access data items from distinct locations which improve the performance.
C. Availability And Fault Tolerance
Replication is mainly implemented in database system to increase the availability of data. In database system downtimes occurs
when database system not able to respond. Sometimes downtimes are created when maintenance is required on database system &
sometimes downtime occurs because of some unpredictable reasons like software failure, hardware failure, human error etc. In case
of downtime database system not able to provide services to its user but if replication is applied on database system then data can be
obtained from another server if one server is down. If data is stored at only a single server, the availability of database is
compromised. Replica is also used for restoring the database system in case of server failure, so we can understand that how the
replication is applied to increase the availability of data [4].
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
Some works has been done in the field of cloud-based storage system and distributed database system to increase the overall
performance of the system. Some work has been done in field of replication to improve the system performance.
A. Static Replica Creation Strategy
Static replica creation technique is first applied in Hadoop distributed file system in which the no. of replica is defined from the
client side & if the no. of replica is not given the by default 3 replicas is crated. Two of them placed to the neighbor of client node &
on is randomly placed to other nodes. If more than three replicas need to place, then replica are assigned randomly. Static replica
creation reduces the latency & increase data availability, but static replication cannot be applied in all the situation. When the static
replica creation is applied then storage capacity of the nodes is not considered so it can create problem in some case when there is
no space for stopping criteria.
B. Dynamic Replica Creation Strategy
Dynamic replication technique is used for flexible availability of data replication. According to the access frequency of the data
items no. of replica can be generated and replica can be placed to the appropriate place. Dynamic replica creation technique
improves the performance of the system. In static replica creation replica are created in advance & no. of replica required or not but
the replica have to be created so unnecessary storage is acquired. Dynamic replication can be applied considering the following
criteria to Minimize Risk, minimize expected utility, Best Client, minimizing time, Maximized performances, Time utility and so
on. Replica are created to those nodes where the expected utility is lowest. For Each criterion, the replica placement technique is
different.
Literature [1] introduces six methods of replica creation and placement technique, are: no replica strategy, caching strategy, the Best
Client strategy, waterfall strategy, waterfall combining with caching strategy, and rapid spread strategy. The caching strategy and
Best Client strategy creates a replica based on no of user visited. This technique is not enough good to maintain the decorum of
replicated system. All the above strategies suggested are not enough to handle the amount of data stored in Cloud data storage.
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Vickers–Clarke–Groves presented a technique for replica placement using considering the concept of acceleration [3]. Based on
accessing locality of files within the system replica of the files is generated and replica is placed to that node which request more for
some data items. The method of replica creation proposed by Vickers Clark groves is also known as VCG mechanism.
Geo-cloud based two-layer dynamic replica creation strategy called TG stag is proposed [5]. TG stag addresses the issue with
twofold strategy: policy constraint heuristic inter-datacenter replication and load aware adaptive intra-datacenter replication.TG stag
aims to reduce the cross-data center bandwidth and access time consumption
TOPSIS method is also used for dynamic replica creation in cloud storage system. The nodes in the network is sorted by the
TOPSIS method and as per the performance of the node and load on the nodes replica are placed to the nodes.
Raja Lakshmi et al (2014) propose a method for dynamic data replication in cloud. The proposed approach applied on cloud storage
for replica creation and replica placement to maintain the availability of data items within the system [6]. The method consists of
two main phases: file application and replication operation. The first phase deal with replica creation and location of the replicated
by using catalog and index, whereas the second phase is applied to perform optimization among replicated copies.
IV. MULTI CRITERIA DECISION MAKING
Multi criteria decision making is a technique used to make decision of selecting the appropriate solution if the set of solutions exist.
In multi criteria decision making technique the solution is obtained considering the various criteria for getting the effective solution.
If we have a problem & many solution exist & we are looking for the solution considering some criteria, then different multi criteria
decision making technique can be a useful technique. Multi criteria decision making used to select the best alternative from the preselected solutions. The final decision in multi criteria decision making obtained considering various criteria.
A decision-making process passes through the following steps for making decision
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

what is the objective of the decision making
what are the criteria for making decision.
are the alternatives available.
what are the parameters to choose the relative order of criteria.
Aggregation is performed based on importance factor of criteria.
Decision is based on aggregation result.

Analytical Hierarchy Process is one of the most popular method of MCDM which is used to make decision from different available
alternatives. In AHP method the criteria are measured on different scale & it may possible that those units are having different units.
In AHP method pairwise comparison is performed & result is mainly dependent on user perception. AHP is applied only in that case
where finite no. of alternatives available [9]. Decision is based on some restriction. AHP process consist of following steps:
Step1: Collection of Information.
Step2: Quantification of the Information.
Step3: Modeling
Step4: Optimization Process.
AHP process based on some user perception because the quantification is mainly based on some user perception, so we must check
the consistency ratio of the eigen values obtained during the process of AHP. So, if the consistency ration is less than a threshold
value then only accepted else the decision makers must consider some other datasets or to make decision with some different
perception.
V. PROPOSED SOLUTION
Managing huge amount of data and maintain the availability & increasing the performance of the system where so many nodes are
connected to provide parallel solution data replication is important technique. The main problem of replicated system is to maintain
the consistency of data and how to manage the data up to date within the entire system. Initially so many algorithms proposed to
solve the consistency problem & maintaining the data up to date. Now the problem of replica creation and replica placement come
into existence. Here in our proposed solution we are calculating the most popular file within the system & with the help of request
raised within the given time interval we are trying to find out most popular file within that time interval & after calculating most
popular file we find how many replicas is to be created for that data item and then selection of appropriate node for replica
placement. The most popular file is to be replicated to the node, so the selection of appropriate node is selected using multi criteria
decision method. So, the combination of both the technique to find the most popular file & replica placement to the appropriate node
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is surely improve the performance. Here we are using analytical hierarchy process to make decision about the selection of the best
node.
A. Calculation of Most Popular file
Here we consider that four nodes are communicating to each other data items are stored at all the nodes nut not each data item is
stored at all the nodes so if a node transaction needs a data item which is not store on that node then they get the data item from the
other node. So, in the system a header keep the record of no. of request for a data item by particular node in the given time interval.
Data
Item
A
A
B
E

Access
Request
by
N2
N3
N4
N2

Access
Time

Data
Item

10
15
17
5

D
D
E

Access
Request
by
N1
N4
N2

Record of Node1 Header
Data
Item
B
D

Access
Request
by
N3
N1

Access
Time
5
15
6
Record of Node2 Header

Access
Time

Data
Item

8
7

A
E

Access
Request
by
N3
N2

Access
Time
5
13

Record of Node3 Header
Record of Node4 Header
Now with the help of all the record we can obtained the aggregate record for data items. The aggregate record shows the total no. of
access request in the given time interval.
Aggregate Record
Data Item
Access Time
A
30
B
D
E

25
27
24

After collecting the record from the all the nodes, we calculate the access frequency of the data items in the given time interval.
Assume NT is the number of time intervals passed, A is the set of files that have been requested, and atd indicates the number of
accesses for file f at time interval t. The AF for file f is calculated as:
NT
AF(d) =∑ (atd *2-(NT-t))
t=1
After calculating the Access Frequency of each data item in the given time interval the data item with maximum access frequency is
known as most popular file within that time interval. Now we must find out the no. of replica is to be created to increase the
availability within the system of most popular file.
No. of Replica = Average Frequency of Most Popular File
Average Frequency of All the file
B. Replica Placement Using AHP Method
To place the replica, we must consider three thing objectives (Replica Placement) Criteria (Which factor decide
where to place replica) alternatives (What are the options available to place the replica).
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1) Step1: A Hierarchy for Replica Placement using Multi Attribute Decision Making is created….

Node Selection for Replica Placement

CPU
(C)

Node1

Node2

Node3

--------

-----

Bandwidth
(B)

Storage
(S)

No. of
Request
(R)

Location
(L)

Node n

Figure 1 Node Selection based on Criteria
2) Step2: Create a Two-Dimensional Matrix of Pairwise Comparison of Criteria.
C

B

S

R
C
B
S
R
L

L
1
B/C
S/C
R/C
L/C

C/B
1
S/B
R/B
L/B

C/S
B/S
1
R/S
L/S

C/R
B/R
S/R
1
L/R

C/L
B/L
S/L
R/L
1

Table I Relationship Among Criteria
3) Step3: Similarly, we obtained the pairwise matrix for all other alternatives & its Criteria So,
For C:
C11
C21

C12
C22

C13…………C1n
C23………….C2n
.
.

Cn1

Cn2

Cn3………….Cnn

Table II CPU Relations
For B:
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Table III: Bandwidth Relations

For S:
S11
S2

Sn1

S12
S22

S13…………S1n
S23…………. S2n

Sn2

.
.
Sn3…………. Snn

Table IV Relationship Among Storage
For R:
R11
R21

R12
R22

R13…………R1n
R23…………. R2n
.
Rn1
Rn2
Rn3…………. Rnn
Table V Relationship Among No. of Request

L11
L21

L12
L22

For L:
L13…………L1n
L23…………. L2n
.
.
Ln1
Ln2
Ln3…………. Lnn
Table VI Relationship Among Location of the Node
4) Step4: when pairwise matrix is obtained then we should create a priority matrix for all the matrix above explained. Here we
calculate eigen values of all the matrix
Calculation of eigen vector of matrix in step 2 & Relative priority is obtained as
RPC
RPB
RPS
...……. Eqn A
RPR
RPL
Table VII Relative priority of criteria
Similarly, we obtain the eigen values of all the matrix in step3 & calculate the relative priority.
RPC1
RPC2

RPB1
RPB2

RPS1
RPS2

RPR1
RPR2

RPL1
RPL2

.. Eqn B
… … …
..
RPCn RPBn RPSn
RPRn RPLn
Table VIII Relative Priority of all the nodes Criteria
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5) Step 5: Now from the equation A and Equation B we can obtain the Relative weight of nodes:
Node1
Node2
Node3
Node4

RPC*RPC1 + RPB*RPB1 + RPR*RPR1…
RPC*RPC2 + RBB*RPB2 + RPR*RPR2…
RPC*RPC3 + RPB*RPB3+ RPR*RPR3….
RPC*RPC4 + RPB*RPB4 + RPR*RPR4….
.
.

Node n

RPC*RPCn+ RPB*RPBn+ RPR*RPRn...
Table IX Node Selection Based on
VI.
CONCLUSION
Data replication is easy solution when data is highly distributed & we must keep care about database system performance &
availability. Replica are created to increase the performance of the system in which data items are distributed to the users. Data
Replication increase the accessibility of the shared database system in which all the replica synchronized to each other. Dynamic
data replication helps in such cases like storage & overloading of the system. In this paper, a combined method of replica creation
and replica placement in dynamic environment is proposed. Replica placement is performed after analysis of various nodes in the
distributed system so after the implementation of this technique we can see the improvement in the response time of the system.
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